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Query from a perplexed reader of “The Theosophist” 

First published in The Theosophist, Vol. V, No. 11 (59), August 1884, pp. 268-69. 

Republished in Blavatsky Collected Writings, (THE FUTURE BUDDHAS) VI pp. 266-68. 

On page 144 of Esoteric Buddhism we have the following: 

A Buddha visits the earth for each of the seven races of the great planetary pe-

riod. The Buddha with whom we are occupied was the fourth of the series . . . 

The fifth, or Maitreya Buddha, will come after the final disappearance of the 

fifth race, and when the sixth race will already have been established on earth 

for some hundreds of thousands of years. The sixth will come at the beginning 

of the seventh race, and the seventh towards the close of that race. 

Later on we find on page 146: 

The first Buddha of the series in which Gautama Buddha stands fourth is thus 

the second incarnation of Avalokiteśvara . . . and though Gautama is thus the 

fourth incarnation of enlightenment by exoteric reckoning, he is really the fifth 

of the true series, and thus properly belonging to our fifth race. 

According to this latter interpretation then, if we are to accept our enlightened Gau-

tama as the fifth Buddha, it is not understood what the author means by saying 

. . . the fifth or Maitreya Buddha will come after the final disappearance of the 

fifth race, &c., &c. 

If, however, it is meant that the Maitreya Buddha will then become the sixth, it will 

thereby necessitate an eighth Buddha to complete the series, which I believe is not 

the case. 

Again, just after the passage first quoted, the author points out a difficulty likely to 

arise in the minds of his readers. He says, 

Here we are in the middle of the fifth race, and yet it is the fourth Buddha who 

has been identified with this race. 

But his explanation does not clear the point. He explains how after the end of an ob-

scuration and beginning of each great planetary period, when the human tide-wave 

“arrives at the shore of a globe where no humanity has existed for milliards of years,” 

a teacher is required to impress 

. . . the first broad principles of right and wrong and the first truths of the eso-

teric doctrine on a sufficient number of receptive minds, to ensure the contin-

ued reverberation of the ideas so implanted through successive generations of 
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men in the millions of years to come, before the first race shall have completed 

its course. 

But the difficulty remains all the more unsolved as to why that very necessity does 

not exist in the case of subsequent races, each of which is said to be separated from 

its predecessor by cataclysms, and why it is that the fifth Buddha or teacher will 

come after the final disappearance of the fifth race, the sixth at the beginning of the 

seventh race, and the seventh at the close of that race. 

KHETRA MOHANA MUKHOPADYAYA, F.T.S. 

BELGHORIA, 

12th June, 1884 

 

Editorial response by Madame Blavatsky 

What Mr. Sinnett meant by the two passages on pages 144 and 146 of his Esoteric 

Buddhism, was that Gautama was the fourth Buddha, i.e., “enlightened,” while he 

was the fifth spiritual teacher. The first “teacher” of this “Round” on this planet was a 

Dhyāni Chohan. As a Dhyāni Chohan, he belonged to another System, and was thus 

far higher than a Buddha. As, however, in ordinary language, all spiritual teachers 

are called “Buddhas,” Mr. Sinnett speaks of Gautama as the fifth Buddha. To be 

more accurate, it must be said that Gautama was the fifth spiritual teacher in this 

“Round” on this planet, while he was the fourth who became Buddha. The one who 

will appear at the close of the seventh race — at the time of the occupation of the 

next higher planet by humanity — will again be a Dhyāni Chohan. The passage of 

humanity into a planet and its going therefrom to another — are two critical junc-

tures, necessitating the appearance of a Dhyāni Chohan. At its first appearance, the 

seed of “spiritual wisdom” has to be implanted and then carried on to the next plan-

et, when the period of obscuration of the inhabited planet approaches. The interven-

ing disturbances, caused by racial cataclysms, on the globe, do not destroy that seed 

and its growth is ensured by the appearance of the intermediate Buddhas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Planetary Chain of Seven Rounds (Drawing) 

There now follow a drawing from our Planetary Rounds and Globes Series. — ED. 

PHIL. 
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Book review by Madame Blavatsky 

First published in Lucifer, Vol. I (1), September 1887, pp. 71-75. Republished in Blavatsky Collected 

Writings, (LITERARY JOTTINGS) VIII pp. 37-39. 

The Book of Life,
1
 by Sidartha (also) Vonisa; his discoveries from “6215 to 6240, 

Anno Mundi.” 

A cross between an octavo
2
 and duodecimo.

3
 

This volume, we see, is highly appreciated by the clergy, by whom, at this gloomy day 

of infidelity, even small favours seem to be thankfully received. The author (profane 

name unknown) hints, when he does not state plainly, that he is a reincarnation of 

Gautama Buddha, [38] or Siddhartha, as also of a few other no meaner historical per-

sonages. The work is a clever steering between the sandbanks of science and theolo-

gy. Enough is given in careful agreement with the former to make it ignore the more 

abundant concessions to the gods of the latter — e.g., Biblical chronology. The age of 

the world is allowed 6240 years from Adam, 

“ . . . seven hundred years after the brown and black races had been created”;
4
 

the date of the earth’s incrustation and globe being left to the imagination of the 

reader. A chronological table of the principal historical events of the world is pub-

lished on pages 53-56. Among them the birth of Moses is placed 1572 B.C. The Ve-

das are shown compiled in India, and the poems of Homer in Greece, “about 1200 

B.C.” Siddhartha or Gautama established Buddhism in India “from 808 to 726,” B.C., 

we are told. Last, but not least, of the world epochs and divine signs of the time, 

comes the forever memorable event of March 31st, 1885 — namely, “The Book of Life, 

Vonisa, was completely written,” and it closes the list. The reader is notified, moreo-

ver, at the line beginning with A.M. 6240, that the year 1884 C.E. (Christian Era) is 

the “beginning of Messianic age and close of Christian age,” which might account for 

the appearance and publication in the year following of the original volume under re-

view. 

  

                                            
1
 [Το Βιβλιον της Ζωης, Vonisa. The Discoveries and Writings by Sidartha, 6215 to 6240, A.M.” Chicago: Press of 

J.L. Regan & Co., 1884, 1885] 

2
 [Or eightvo: the size of a book whose pages are made by folding a sheet of paper three times to form eight 

leaves.] 

3
 [Or twelvemo: a book consisting of sheets each of which is folded into twelve leaves; hence, indicating, more or 

less definitely, a size of a book.] 

4
 p. 53, “Chronology” 
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The new Messiah declares that: 

. . . although much of the work consists of discoveries which are original with 

the author, yet the reader will find in the Analytic Index a few hundred out of 

the many references which might be given to eminent authorities which were 

consulted in its preparation. 

Among these, it seems, one has to include some theosophical writings, as it is stated 

in The Book of Life that: 

1 “Seven great forces were concerned in these vast movements of early creation.” 

2 “Seven Ages of the Earth.” 

3 “Vayomer Elohim” translated “according to the laws of the Hebrew language,” 

means “seven forces were used as three-fold factors,” and 

4 “That the first human beings were incarnated spirits.”
1
 [39] 

The above four declarations have the approval of Theosophy. Whether the sentence 

that follows, namely, that “the work of incarnation [of the spirits ] took place accord-

ing to law,” and is “the clearest hypothesis which science has to offer concerning the 

origin of man,” will meet with the same approval from Messrs. Huxley, Hæckel, and 

Fiske, of the “Atomo-mechanical Theory,” is very doubtful. 

Nor is it so sure that the Ethnological department in the Anglo-Indian Bureau of Sta-

tistics is quite prepared to alter its census returns in accordance with Siddhartha’s 

declaration, on page 29, that 

One branch of the brown race was the Dravidian which still holds its place in 

Northern India. [?!] 

A new book, bearing the title of Spirit Revealed, is nearly ready for press. It is de-

scribed as an extraordinary work. Its author is Wm. C. Eldon Serjeant, F.T.S., a writ-

er of articles on the “Coming Reformation,” “Sparks from the World of Fire,” etc., etc. 

The work claims to: 

. . . explain the Nature of the Deity, and to discuss His manifestations on every 

plane of existence, and to show forth the form of Christ, whose second coming 

is expected by Christians, and to proclaim the advent of the Messiah according 

to the belief of the Jews. . . . Many subjects, involving questions of considerable 

obscurity in reference to the Deity, to the Scriptures, to men, to animals, and to 

things generally, are comprehensively treated and explained in accordance with 

the Word of the Spirit declared at various times through the sons of men. 

 

 

                                            
1
 pp. 26-27 
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Suggested reading for students. 
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 OVID ON PYTHAGORAS’ TEACHINGS AND ETHICS 

 PARACELSUS BY FRANZ HARTMANN 

 PARACELSUS ON SYMPATHETIC REMEDIES AND CURES 

 PAUL AN INITIATE AND FOUNDER OF CHRISTIANITY 

 PETER NOT AN INITIATE AND THE ENEMY OF PAUL 
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 THE HOLY RITES OF ELEUSIS WERE ARCHAIC WISDOM RELIGION 

 THE INITIATE’S CROWN OF THORNS 

 THE KEY TO THE MYSTERY OF BUDDHA LIES IN THE CLEAR APPERCEPTION 

OF THE CONSTITUTION OF MAN 
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 THEOSOPHICAL JEWELS – THE AURA OF SUGATA 

 THEOSOPHICAL JEWELS – THE LOVE OF GODS 

 THOMAS TAYLOR, THE ENGLISH PLATONIST 

 WHY THE SECRECY OF INITIATES? 

 ZANONI BY BULWER-LYTTON 
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 BUDDHISM, CHRISTIANITY, AND PHALLICISM 

— in our Black versus White Magic Series. 

 BUDDHA AND PRINCE SIDDHARTHA BUDDHA 

 BUDHISM IS INNER WISDOM 

— in our Confusing Words Series. 

 THE HEART DOCTRINE IS GAUTAMA BUDDHA’S LAW 

— in our Theosophy and Theosophists Series. 
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